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ABSTRACT

Aim: This study aimed to reveal the changes in the clinical status and results of pediatric

cases with acute appendicitis during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Materials and Methods: The data of pediatric patients who underwent appendectomy for

acute appendicitis between March 1 and May 31, 2019 (group B) and March 1 and May 31,

2020 (group A) in our city were reviewed retrospectively. All data were evaluated and the

groups were statistically compared.

Results:  The mean age of group A (n=29, 9 female, 20 male) was 12.69 years, and the

mean age of group B (n=65, 21 female, 44 male) was 11.12 years. It was found that the

number of patients undergoing appendectomy decreased significantly during the COVID-

19 pandemic compared to the same period of the previous year. The mean duration of

symptoms was significantly longer in group A compared to group B (p<0.001). The late

admission rate was higher in Group A compared to Group B (p=0.012). While the mean

white blood cell (WBC) count did not differ between the two groups, mean C-Reactive

Protein (CRP) levels were significantly higher in group A compared to group B (p<0.001).

Complicated appendicitis was observed in 7 patients in group A and 10 patients in group B

(p=0.532). Duration of surgery was significantly higher in group A (49.82±19.09 min and

40.15±11.61  min).  The  rate  of  patients  who  underwent  postoperative  drainage  was

significantly higher In group A (4 patients) compared to group B (1 patient).

Conclusion: The  results  of  this  study  showed that  the  number  of  patients  with  acute

appendicitis  who  applied  to  our  hospital  decreased  significantly  during  the  COVID-19

pandemic,  and  the  incidence  of  complicated  appendicitis  and  more severe  clinical

symptoms increased due to late admission to healthcare institutions. 
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Introduction

In  December  2019,  an  outbreak  of  respiratory-
transmitted pneumonia of unknown origin occurred in
Wuhan, China  (1). On March 1,  2020, the World Health
Organization  (WHO)  declared  this  as  a  new  type  of
coronavirus  (SARS-CoV-2)  pandemic  and  named  the
disease "Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)".  Since
then,  the  disease  has  spread  rapidly  throughout  the
world, affecting billions of people. COVID-19 can lead to
a  broad  spectrum  of  clinical  manifestations,  from
asymptomatic  cases  with  mild  or  moderate  clinical
course to severe pneumonia with a high morbidity or
mortality rate (2). COVID-19 has become a serious health
problem  all  over  the  world,  however,  it  is  milder  in
children  compared  to  adults  (3).  Countries  around  the
world  have  adjusted  their  economic  resources  and
healthcare  systems  according  to  this  pandemic.  They
have  reserved  most  of  their  resources,  such  as
personnel  and  materials,  for  the  management  of
COVID-19.  In  order  to  reduce  the  spread,  a  series  of
restrictions were introduced to  slow down social  life,
elective  health  services  in  hospitals  were  reduced  as
much  as  possible,  and  the  necessary  equipment  for
healthcare  workers  and  healthcare  services  were
allocated  to  fight  the  pandemic.  Within  the  scope  of
these measures, in order to use hospital resources more
efficiently,  surgeries  were  re-scheduled,  and  elective
surgical interventions were postponed. 

Acute  appendicitis  (AA)  is  one  of  the  most  common
emergency  surgical  pathologies  encountered by  adult
and pediatric surgeons (4-6). AA is the first consideration
in  the  differential  diagnosis  of  abdominal  pain  in
children, and overlooking AA may lead to medicolegal
consequences as well as morbidity and mortality. Rapid
diagnosis is critical for AA because of the high morbidity
and mortality risk from the perforation of the appendix.
Perforation  occurs  due  to  delayed  diagnosis,  and
complications  such  as  ileus,  intra-abdominal  abscess
and infertility may occur (7).

COVID-19 has been heavily covered in the media since it
was  announced  as  a  pandemic  and  has  become  the
most talked about topic worldwide, creating severe fear
and  panic  among  people  (8).  During  the  pandemic,
people  have  tried  to  avoid  hospitals  as  much  as
possible, where most COVID-19 cases were gathered. In
Turkey, we also observed that admissions to emergency
services  for  emergencies  other  than  COVID-19  have
decreased significantly during the pandemic. Although
these were not directly related to the occurrence of AA,

we observed a significant decrease in AA cases in Siirt
during  the  pandemic,  admissions  to  hospitals  were
delayed,  and  the  number  of  complicated  cases  was
higher than normal. 

Therefore,  this  study  aimed  to  compare  the  data  of
patients who underwent appendectomy within the first
3 months of the COVID-19 pandemic in Turkey with the
same period one year before.

Materials and Methods

This study was conducted in our state hospital, the only
hospital in the city with a Pediatric Surgery Specialist.
The Pediatric Surgery staff in the hospital was the same
during the pre-pandemic and pandemic periods. In both
study  periods,  pediatric  appendicitis  treatment  in  our
city was only performed in our hospital. Again, during
the  pandemic,  emergency  services  in  our  hospital
continued  without  interruption,  and  appendicitis  or
other emergency surgical interventions continued to be
performed.  Data of  pediatric  patients who underwent
appendectomy with the diagnosis  of  AA in the first  3
months (01 March 2020 – 31 May 2020) after the first
COVID-19  case  was  seen  in  Turkey  and  COVID-19
restrictions began to be implemented, and the data of
pediatric patients operated in the same time period of
2019  (01  March  2019  –  31  May  2019)  were  reviewed
retrospectively.  Age,  gender,  te  from  the  onset  of
symptoms  to  hospital  admission,  laboratory  data,
radiology  reports,  appendix  diameters  measured  by
preoperative  radiological  imaging,  operation  reports,
condition  of  the  appendix  and  the  abdomen  in  the
perioperative examination, duration of operation, need
for  postoperative  drainage,  time  to  transition  to  oral
feeding,  length  of  hospitalization,  histopathological
examination  reports,  and  postoperative  complications
were recorded for all patients. 

The  time  from  the  onset  of  symptoms  to  the  time
patients applied to the hospital was termed symptom
duration, and patients with a symptom duration of more
than  48  hours  were  considered  ‘late  admission’.
Perforated  appendix  observed  in  the   perioperative
examination,  plastron  formation,  conditions  requiring
peritoneal  debridement,  diffuse  peritonitis,  and
conditions  requiring  postoperative  drainage  were
categorized as complicated appendicitis. The remaining
cases  were  considered  non-complicated  appendicitis.
The transition time to oral feeding was determined as
the time elapsed until the patients started adequate oral
feeding after the operation. Histopathological diagnosis
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of gangrenous appendicitis, phlegmonous appendicitis,
and suppurative appendicitis were classified as severe
inflammation.  Patients  diagnosed  with  normal,  acute
appendicitis, or lymphoid hyperplasia were classified as
mild inflammation. 

Two groups were created as patients in the pandemic
period (March 01, 2020 - May 31, 2020) Group-A, and
patients in the pre-pandemic period (March 01, 2019 -
May 31, 2019) Group-B. The number of patients, mean
age,  male/female ratio,  mean symptom duration,  late
admission rates, mean White Blood Cell (WBC) count,
mean C-Reactive Protein (CRP) value (reference range
0-10  g/dl),  mean  appendix  diameter  measured  by
computed tomography (CT) and ultrasonography (US),
rates  of  complicated  and  uncomplicated  appendicitis,
mean duration of operation, rates of patients requiring
peritoneal  debridement,  rates  of  patients  who
underwent postoperative drainage, mean hospital stay,
mean time to  start  oral  feeding,  severe  inflammation
and mild inflammation rates in pathology reports, and
postoperative  complication  rates  were  calculated  for
both groups.  The results  were subjected to statistical
analysis and the two groups were compared. 

Statistical  analysis: The  conformity  of  the  data  to
normal distribution was examined with the Shapiro  wilk
test.  Student's  t-test  was  used  to  compare  normally
distributed variables between the groups, and the Mann
Whitney  u  test  was  used  to  compare  non-normally
distributed variables between the groups. Relationships
between  categorical  variables  were  examined  with
Pearson  and  Exact  chi-square  tests.  Descriptive
statistics  were presented as mean±standard deviation
for numerical variables and number and percentage for
categorical  variables.  SPSS  Windows  version  23.0
package program was used for statistical analysis and
P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

A total  of  94 patients  were included in  the study (29
patients in Group A and 65 patients in Group B). It was
determined  that  the  number  of  patients  decreased
significantly  during  the  pandemic  period  (Group-A)
compared to the pre-pandemic period (Group-B).  The
mean age was 12.69 ± 3.54 in Group A and 11.12 ±3.29 in
Group B. There was no significant difference between
the two groups in terms of mean age (p=0.051). Group A
consisted of 9 (31%) girls and 20 (69%) boys, Group B
consisted of 21 (32.3%) girls and 44 (67.7%) boys, and

the gender distribution of the two groups was similar
(p=0.869).

The mean symptom duration was significantly higher in
group  A  (43.17±36.39  hours)  compared  to  group  B
(24.73±11.75  hours)  (p<0.001).  The  number  of  late
admissions was 12 (41.3%) in Group A and 8 (12.3%) in
Group B. There was a significant difference between the
groups (p=0.012). 

The  mean  WBC  count  was  14.68  ×  10  9/L  (±3.82)  in
Group  A  and  13.54  ×  10  9/L  (±3.83)  in  Group  B.  No
difference was found in WBC between the groups. The
mean CRP level  was  60.44 g/dl  (±56.24)  in  Group A,
compared to 20.14 g/dl (±14.55) in Group B. CRP level
was significantly higher in Group A (p<0.001). CT and US
were performed in 16 (55.2%) patients each in Group A,
compared to 36 (55.4%) and 31 (47%) patients in Group
B. There was no significant difference between the two
groups  in  terms  of  radiological  imaging.  Appendix
diameter  could  be  measured  in  22  (75%)  patients  in
Group  A  and  52  (80%)  patients  in  Group  B,  and  the
mean appendix diameter was larger in Group A (10.06
±2.17) compared to Group B (8.21 ±1.93) (p<0.001). 

Although  there  was  an  increase  in  the  percentage  of
complicated appendicitis cases in Group A (n:7, 36.8%)
compared to Group B (n:10, 28.6%), this increase was
not  statistically  significant  (p=0.532).  The  number  of
patients who underwent peritoneal debridement-toilet
was  5  (17.2%)  in  Group  A  and  4  (6.2%)  in  Group  B
(p=0.092). The mean duration of operation was longer
in  Group  A  (49.82  ±19.09  min  vs.  40.15  ±11.61  min)
(p=0.016).  Postoperative  drainage  was  applied  to  4
(13.8%)  patients  in  Group  A  and  1  (1.5%)  patient  in
Group B (p=0.030). Although the transition time to oral
feeding was longer in favor of Group A (1.51 ±0.83 days
vs.  1.28 ± 0.60 days), the difference was not statistically
significant  (p=0.160).  The  mean  duration  of
hospitalization  was  also  similar  (3.58  ±2.91  days  for
Group A and 3.0 ±1.63 days for Group B) (p=0.876). 

Open  appendectomy  was  performed  on  all  patients
included in the study. During postoperative follow-up,
wound site infection requiring wound debridement and
re-suturation was observed in one patient in Group A,
and  one  patient  in  Group  B  developed  a  brid  ileus
requiring surgery. The results of the patients are shown
in Table 1 together with the statistical analysis results
Table 1.

According to the histopathological examination reports,
the  rate  of  appendicitis  with  severe  inflammation
findings (gangrenous, phlegmonous and suppurative 
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Table 1. Descriptive analysis of the sample. quantitative and qualitative variables.

Variable
GRUP A
On the Pandemic
(n=29)

GRUP B
Off The Pandemic
(n=65)

Total  (n=94) p

Age (year) (mean±sd) 12.69±3.54 11.12±3.29 11.6±3.42 0,051

Sex - n(%)
       -Male

20 (69.0) 44 (67.7) 64

Sex - n(%)
       -Female

9 (31.0) 21 (32.3) 30 0,869

Symptom Duration (hour) (mean±sd)  43.17±36.39 24.73±11.75  30.41±23.90           <0.001

Late Applicants n(%)(>48 hours) 12 (41.3) 8 (12.3)  20 (21.3)                 0.012 0,012

White Blood Cell (× 109/L) (mean±sd)    14.68±3.82    13.54±3.83   13.89±3.84               0,186

C-Reaktif Protein (mean±sd)
(Ref. Ran.: 0-10 g/dl)    60.44±56.24    20.14±14.55    32.57±25.83          <0.001

Radiological İmaging - n(%)
        -Computed Tomography 16 (55.2) 36 (55.4) 52 (55.3)              0,99

Radiological İmaging - n(%)
        -Ultrasonography 16 (55.2) 31 (47.0) 47 (49.5)                 0,461

Appendix Diameter (mm)(mean±sd) 10.06±2.17 (n:22) 8.21±1.93 (n:52) 8.76±2.17 (n:74)      <0.001

Grade of Appendicitis - n(%)
        -Noncomplicated 12 (63.2) 25 (71.4) 65 (68.5)                 

Grade of Appendicitis - n(%)
        -Complicated

7 (36.8) 10 (28.6) 17 (31.5) 0,532

Length of Surgery (min.)(mean±sd) 49.82±19.09 40.15±11.61 40.35±14.98               0,016

Peritoneal Debridement-Toilet - n(%) 5 (17.2) 4 (6.2) 9 (9.6)                     0,092

Postoperative Complication 1 (Surgical Field 
infection)  1 (Ileus) 2

Table 2. Descriptive analysis of the histopathological examination reports

Histopathological result
GRUP A
On the Pandemic  (n=29)

GRUP B
Off The Pandemic (n=65) TOTAL (n=94) p

Normal 1 (3.4) 2 (3.1) 3 (3.2)
Lymphoid hyperplasia 2 (6.9) 10 (15.4) 12 (12.8)
Acute App.* 15 (51.7) 38 (58.5) 53 (56.4)
Gangranus App. 4 (13.8) 7 (10.8) 11 (11.7)
Phlegmatous App. 3 (10.3) 1 (1.5) 4 (4.3)
Suppurative App. 4 (13.8) 7 (10.8) 11 (11.7)
* Severe İnflammation n(%) 11 (37.9) 15 (23.1) 26 (27.7) 137

* Mild İnflammation n(%) 18 (62.1) 50 (76.9) 68 (72.3) 216

*Appendicitis
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appendicitis)  was  higher  in  Group  A  (n:11,  37.9%)
compared to Group B (n:15, 23.1%), but this difference
was  not  statistically  significant.  Histopathological
examination results are shown in Table 2.

Discussion

After being first identified in Wuhan, China in December
2019, COVID-19 continued to spread rapidly and soon
turned into a global pandemic (1). This new member of
the coronavirus family can easily  be transmitted from
person  to  person  through  respiratory  routes  and
contact,  leading to a  disease with high morbidity  and
mortality  (9).  From the moment it  was first  described,
COVID-19 has been and continues to be covered daily by
the  media  around  the  world.  News  about  COVID-19
related deaths in the media and the global struggle in
health  sectors  to  fight  against  this  disease,  even  in
developed  countries,  has  led  to  tremendous   anxiety
and  panic  in  people.  Furthermore,  a  series  of  bans
restricting social life, declared by governments in order
to prevent the spread of the disease, further increased
this fear. This has led to significant hesitations to apply
to healthcare facilities, even for urgent health problems,
because  of  the  large  number  of  COVID-19  cases  in
hospitals. Hospitals are high-risk environments for the
transmission of respiratory diseases during epidemics,
which induces severe anxiety about patient-to-patient
transmission in the emergency department (10,11). During
this  period,  non-COVID-19  applications  to  healthcare
facilities decreased significantly in almost every center. 

Similarly,  during  previous  outbreaks  (Influenza  and
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) outbreaks),
emergency applications to hospitals for non-respiratory
causes decreased significantly as outbreaks progressed
(12,13).  We  also  observed  that  admissions  to  the
emergency  services  of  our  hospital  decreased
significantly. In the present study, we demonstrate this
decrease in patients who underwent appendectomy and
were diagnosed with of  acute appendicitis  during the
COVID-19  pandemic.  Our  hospital  is  the  only  center
with  a  pediatric  surgery  department  in  our  city,  and
pediatric surgeons in our center consult every case with
suspected acute appendicitis Furthermore, the pediatric
surgeons in  both periods selected for  the study were
the same people and the only treatment performed for
AA was an appendectomy. These conditions being the
same before and during the pandemic period makes the
data  showing  the  decrease  in  AA  cases  during  the
pandemic more reliable. Other studies in the literature

show a similar decrease in AA cases during the COVID-
19 pandemic (14,15).

Since COVID-19 or any other epidemic cannot directly
affect  AA  development,  there  must  be  another
underlying  reason.  One  of  the  hypotheses  that  may
explain  this  decrease  may  be  that  AA  can  regress
spontaneously  or  the  symptoms  can  disappear  with
symptomatic treatment. In the literature, some studies
describe spontaneous recovery from AA  (16,17). In other
words,  some  AA  cases  can  recover  without
appendectomy.  Probably,  during  the  pandemic,  some
patients with AA did not apply to hospitals because of
fear and anxiety and tolerated their symptoms as long
as  possible,  and  they  were  able  to  recover
spontaneously  or  with  symptomatic  treatment  during
this time at home. On the other hand, patients who do
not  recover  present  with  a  delayed  and  more
complicated clinical picture (18,19). 

The  present  study  showed  that  the  duration  of
symptoms and late admission rates of pediatric patients
diagnosed with AA in the first 3 months of the COVID-19
pandemic  in  Turkey  were  significantly  higher.  Other
studies  show  that  this  period  is  more  extended  than
usual  during pandemics  (20).  It  has also been reported
that  the  incidence  of  acute  appendicitis  may  vary
seasonally  (21).  Therefore,  the  periods  selected for  the
study covered the same months in 2019 and 2020. 

Acute appendicitis  is  also the most common cause of
abdominal  surgery  in  children,  and  appendectomy
remains  the  most  common  emergency  surgical
procedure pediatric surgeons perform (4-6). 1%-8% of
cases  presenting  to  the  emergency  department  with
abdominal pain are diagnosed with AA  (22).  It has been
reported that appendicitis is seen 1.1 to 2.9 times more
frequently in males during childhood (23). In the present
study,  the  female/male  ratio  was  similar  in  the  pre-
pandemic and pandemic periods,  and, consistent with
the literature, AA was more common in male patients. 

Even  though  the  mortality  and  morbidity  of  AA  are
decreasing  thanks  to  the  widespread  use  of
continuously  developing  health  services,  mortality,
morbidity  and medicolegal  incidents  can still  be  seen
due  to  the  late  diagnosis  of  AA  (24).  Furthermore,  the
diagnosis of AA can be more difficult in children than it
is in adults. Factors such as communication difficulties
with  children,  difficulties  in  physical  examination,
obesity  and gynecological  diseases in  young girls  can
further  reduce  the  rate  of  correct  diagnosis  (25,26).
Perforated  appendicitis  is  more  common  in  children
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than  adults,  most  likely  because  of  these  diagnostic
difficulties  (27).  Patients  who  fail  to  present  to  the
hospital within 24 hours of the onset of symptoms have
a higher risk of suffering from perforated appendicitis
(28,29).  AA  cases  presenting  late  have  a  higher  risk  for
these complications during pandemics.  In  the present
study,  although  the  rate  of  complicated  appendicitis
was higher during the COVID-19 pandemic, the increase
was not statistically significant. This may be due to the
small number of patients in our series. Similar studies
have  also  shown  that  the  rate  of  complicated
appendicitis is significantly higher during the pandemic
(15).  A  similar  study  was  conducted  in  Spain  with  66
pediatric  patients  (41  patients  before  and  25  patients
during the pandemic). It was shown that CRP elevation,
length  of  hospital  stay  and  the  rate  of  complicated
appendicitis were higher during the pandemic period (16).
In another study on pediatric appendicitis conducted in
Italy,  the  pandemic  period  was  compared  with  the
previous  3  years  and  no  statistically  significant
difference  was  found  in  terms  of  the  number  of
patients,  duration  of  symptoms,  and  complicated
appendicitis rate (30).

In  recent  years,  publications  have  supported  that  the
first-line  treatment  of  uncomplicated  AA  may  be
antibiotics instead of appendectomy  (31,32).  Studies also
show no superiority between antibiotic treatment and
only  symptomatic  treatment  without  antibiotics  (33).
On the other  hand,  studies  argue that  appendectomy
remains the most effective treatment, even for patients
with uncomplicated AA, with higher efficacy and lower
complication rates  (34). During the COVID-19 pandemic,
due to the risk of healthcare workers being infected and
a  possible  COVID-19  case  leading  to  a  more  severe
clinical picture after surgery, it has become important to
carry out interventional treatments in accordance with
the procedures  and measures  determined by  medical
authorities.  Accordingly,  it  is  recommended  that
elective surgeries be postponed and emergency surgical
cases  should  be  carried  out  by  taking  a  series  of
precautions  (35).  During the  pandemic,  several  sources
also suggested that antibiotic therapy could be the first
treatment choice in uncomplicated AA cases (36). A study
by  The  Association  of  Italian  Surgeons  in  Europe
showed that surgeons more commonly preferred non-
surgical  antibiotic  treatment  for  AA  during  the
pandemic.  One-third  of  the  surgeons  participating  in
the same study reported that patients had more severe
appendicitis during the COVID-19 pandemic  (37).  In our

hospital, we did not change pediatric AA's diagnosis and
treatment  management  during  the  COVID-19
pandemic.  We  performed  an  appendectomy  on  every
patient  diagnosed  with  AA  before  and  during  the
pandemic. 

The  appendix  diameter  measured  by  CT  or  US  was
larger  during  the  COVID-19  pandemic  (Group  A).
Another  study  comparing  the  anterior-posterior
diameter  of  the  appendix  between  appendicitis  cases
diagnosed with abdominal CT reported that the mean
diameter  was  larger  during  the  pandemic  (20).  More
complicated  appendicitis  cases  naturally  prolong  the
surgery  (19).  Another study reported that  blood loss in
patients  who  underwent  open  appendectomy  was
higher during the COVID-19 pandemic compared to the
pre-pandemic  period  (21).  In  the  present  study,  the
duration of surgery was significantly longer during the
pandemic. Although the duration of hospitalization and
transition to oral feeding were also longer in this group,
the difference was not statistically significant. 

According to the histopathology reports,  it  was found
that  the  rate  of  patients  with  severe  inflammation
findings was higher during the COVID-19 pandemic, but
the  difference  was  not  statistically  significant.  Unlike
other publications  (19), no difference was found in the
present  study  between  the  two  groups  in  terms  of
complications. This may be due to the small number of
cases, which is also one of the limitations of our study. 

Based on the results of the present study and similar
studies in the literature, it can be concluded that people
refrain from applying to hospitals even for emergency
health  problems or  delay  their  application during the
COVID-19 pandemic. It should not be forgotten that this
may lead to more serious health problems, morbidity,
and  mortality.  The  media  organs  constantly  sharing
warnings  or  information  about  COVID-19  should  also
inform the public about other emergencies and related
processes.  It  should  be  announced  to  the  public  that
they should not hesitate to apply to health institutions
for oncological, cardiac, or emergency surgical diseases
that  can  cause  serious  health  problems  if  delayed.
Health organizers must assure the public that they can
safely benefit from emergency health services. During
such  extraordinary  periods,  it  is  essential  to
strengthening  home  health  and  transport  services
(ambulance, etc.) to better deal with emergencies.

The management of acute appendicitis may be modified
in  light  of  studies  providing  evidence  that  acute
appendicitis can regress spontaneously or be cured with
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symptomatic treatment at home. We think that further,
more comprehensive studies are needed on this subject.
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